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What About Law? 2011-03-10 most young people considering studying law or pursuing a legal career have very little idea of what learning law involves and how universities teach law to their students the new edition of this book which proved very popular when first published in 2007 provides a taster for the study of law a short accessible presentation of law as an academic subject designed to help 17 and 18 year old students and others decide whether law is the right choice for them as a university subject or if they have already made the choice what to expect when they start their law degree it helps answer the question what should i study at university and counters the perception that law is a dry dull subject what about law shows how the study of law can be fun intellectually stimulating challenging and of direct relevance to students using a case study approach the book introduces prospective law students to the legal system as well as to legal reasoning critical thinking and argument this is a book that should be in the library of every school with a sixth form every college and every university and it is one that any student about to embark on the study of law should read before they commence their legal studies all of the authors have long experience in teaching law at cambridge and elsewhere and all have also been involved at various times in advising prospective law students at open days and admissions conferences listed as one of the six of the best law books that a future law student should read by the guardian law online 8th august 2012

What About Law? 2021-09-23 what about law succeeds where so many legal guidebooks fail it skilfully demystifies the law and ably proves its argument the law is indeed all around us and this book will whet your appetite to find out how and why alex wade the times of the previous edition law is one of the few subjects that the school leaver choosing a degree course will have very little real understanding of this book comes to the rescue by clearly setting out what a prospective law student can expect and why a student should choose to study law this new edition is updated to reflect the reality of studying law today highlighting changes due to brexit and reforms to constitutional law the book covers the compulsory subjects every law student has to study contract criminal property and trusts law and brings them up to date with a clear core structure and approach it takes a case from each of these subjects to illustrate legal issues and methodology the writing style is accessible and has the audience novices to law firmly in mind what about law shows how the study of law can be fun intellectually stimulating and challenging it introduces prospective students to the legal system legal reasoning critical thinking and argument written by a team of experienced teachers this book should be read by every student about to embark on the study of law

Studying Law at University 2020-08-02 do you want to do well in law from day one law is a challenging and competitive subject to study at university you need to become familiar with its peculiar language and complicated practices as quickly as possible if you want to do well drawing on the experiences of hundreds of students studying law at university demystifies your law course with reliable tips and practical suggestions it shows you how to understand key legal concepts read cases take useful notes become an active learner manage your time write law essays sit law exams updated to take into account the increasing use of the internet this second edition of studying law at university tells you
everything you need to know to get good marks and enjoy your studies

Studying Law 2014-07-23 studying law introduces students to the fundamental legal skills that they will need to successfully study the subject such as case analysis legislative interpretation problem solving and essay writing and to the core law subjects themselves and the distinctions between them

Studying Law 1982 a guide for law students on how to choose a course how to survive that course and make the most of it and what to do at the end of it this new edition includes changes in law degrees and covers it developments in the teaching of law and the law library and legal sources

Studying Law 1991 a guide to studying law this book provides advice on reading cases and statutes reading research materials and examining the law in action study skills exercises are included at the end of each chapter

Studying Law 1990 this product answers questions you may have as you begin your legal studies it also explains and gives examples of the best methods for studying and for taking exams providing questions and model answers from actual law school exams it describes the opportunities that will be available to you during your second and third years of law school such as law journals law clinics internships joint degree programs and study abroad it also provides information about the types of legal practice that are available to you when you graduate

How to Study Law 1991 a guide for law students on how to choose a course how to survive that course and make the most of it and what to do at the end of it this new edition includes changes in law degrees and covers it developments in the teaching of law and the law library and legal sources

Law School Success in a Nutshell 2008 successfully navigating the particular requirements of law school and legal study can be challenging even for the most capable of students in the new edition of this indispensible guide richard krever and a team of contributors de mystify the process of studying law and provide the foundations for law school success presented in two sections the first part of the book provides basic rules and helpful hints on study techniques it then shows how to apply these guidelines by presenting a range of sample exam questions and answers together with commentary from examiners about what separates an above average answer from an average answer guides to success in moot court and on how to approach multiple choice and essay assessments are also included the eighth edition of this successful book has been fully revised to reflect developments in case law and legislation features reader friendly explanations on how to study law effectively sample exam questions and answers from a range of core subject areas explains what lecturers look for in exam answers designed for law students and anyone else studying law subjects includes specific advice for commerce or business law studentsrelated titleschisholm and nettheim understanding law 8th ed 2012cook creyke geddes and hamer laying down the law 8th ed 2012butt and hamer lexisnexis concise australian legal dictionary 4th ed 2011stuhmcke lexisnexis guides legal referencing 4th ed 2012

Studying Law 1985 letters to a law student relays all that a prospective law student needs to know before embarking on their studies it provides a useful guide to those considering a law degree or conversion course and helps students prepare for what can be a daunting first year of study

Mastering Law Studies and Law Exam Techniques 2013-12-04 a practical and engaging guide to successful law study and assessment outcomes successfully navigating the particular requirements of law school and legal study can be challenging even for the most capable of students mastering law studies and law exam techniques de mystifies the process of studying law and provides the foundations for law school success the first part of the book provides basic rules and helpful hints on study techniques the second part shows how to apply these guidelines by presenting a range of sample exam questions and answers contributed by experienced law lecturers from leading australasian universities this section includes commentary from examiners about what separates an above average answer from an average answer guides to success in moot court and on how to approach multiple choice and essay assessments are also included the ninth edition of this successful book has been updated to reflect recent developments in case law and legislation

Letters to a Law Student 3rd edn 2014-06-30 this book introduces international students to the characteristics of legal education in the united states and helps them develop the linguistic analytical and cultural skills to thrive at a u s law school part i focuses on the academic legal writing skills needed to write in law school it guides students in reviewing their own writing skills and helps them to adapt to the conventions of academic legal writing at the whole text paragraph and sentence levels it also gives students guidance in effectively presenting their ideas in writing so that a reader can quickly grasp their reasoning and meaning part ii introduces students to common law and legal analysis following a brief introduction to the u s legal system the book focuses on the skills required to read discuss and write about legal cases in a u s law class cases in torts and criminal procedure law provide an opportunity to apply these skills while also teaching high frequency legal vocabulary throughout the book students can read clear and concise explanations and practice the skills they are acquiring with detailed practice exercises professors and students will benefit from clear explanations of academic
legal writing expected of law students on written assignments such as exams and papers straightforward definitions and explanations about how the common law system in the u s works guidelines and practice in reading discussing and writing about legal cases authentic tasks and exercises for all key concepts

**Studying Law at the Harvard Law School** 1960 the 7th edition of this successful work continues to demystify the process of studying law and performing in law examinations students are shown how to organise their study habits by applying exam techniques r krev er monash university

**Studying Law** 1995 the successful law student an insider s guide to studying law is the ultimate companion for all prospective and current law students packed full of insights advice and perspectives from current and past law students it is the only student guide to offer you the inside track on how to make the most of your law degree and your time at university the successful law student an insider s guide to studying law is perfect for you whether you re taking a one two three or four year degree course or planning to take a year abroad whether you re a full time part time or mature student or whether you ll be balancing your studies with work or other commitments the focus is on the things that will make a big difference to your student experience including making a smooth transition to university level study getting the most out of lectures and feedback from tutors advice on how to approach law exams and finding a rewarding career complemented by a variety of insider voices from students and alumni which add valuable context and real life insight imogen moore and craig newbery jones use their extensive experience as law teachers to explore the learning process and look beyond it to consider the wider definition of success and help you manage the pressures of legal study digital formats this edition is available for students and institutions to purchase in a variety of formats the e book offers a mobile experience and convenient access along with functionality tools and navigation features oxfordtextbooks co uk ebooks

**Mastering Law Study and Law Exam Techniques, 9th Edition** 2016-06-02 value bar prep books have produced model law school students this excellent 11 to 4l law school material explains the keys to academic law school success and throws in advanced mbe questions with explained answers at the end the most important law school toll to come along in a generation

**Academic Legal Discourse and Analysis** 2019-08-15 this work contains all the beginner needs to know about the methodology of studying law ranging widely across legal skills source materials and methods of study and assessment it introduces legal problems and describes how to tackle them and how to look up points of law

**Mastering Law Studies and Law Exam Techniques** 2011 letters to a law student relays all that a prospective law student needs to know before embarking on their studies it provides a useful guide to those considering a law degree or conversion course and helps students prepare for what can be a daunting first year of study

**The Successful Law Student: an Insider's Guide to Studying Law** 2022-02-28 the law student s handbook offers a practical guide to studying law covering in detail the practical study and academic skills required to study law key point and hint boxes as well as checklists encourage active learning and understanding while the online resource centre provides additional information including student testimonials

**Studying Law in College: Low Cost Advice from a Law School Success Story** 2014-12-20 the definitive guide to studying law at university letters to a law student is an indispensable guide for any law student at any point in their undergraduate degree it is packed full of practical advice and helpful answers to the most common questions about studying law at university across every stage of taking or thinking about taking a law degree

**Glanville Williams** 2002 part 2 4 finding cases and statutes 5 reading cases and statutes 6 legal reasoning in judgments 7 statutory interpretation 8 reading research materials 9 studying at university appendices

**Studying Law Skills** 2005 this title provides tools and approaches to study the activities of the european court of justice using new primary sources and an interdisciplinary approach this volume develops a more holistic methodology for studying law and courts especially the court of justice

**Letters to a Law Student** 2010 so you ve arrived at university you ve read the course handbook and you re ready to learn the law but is knowing the law enough to get you the very best marks and what do your lecturers mean when they say you need to develop critical and analytical skills when is it right to put your own views forward what are examiners looking for when they give feedback to say that your work is too descriptive this book explores what it means to think critically and offers practical tips and advice for students to develop the process skill and ability of thinking critically while studying law the book investigates the big questions such as what is law and what is thinking critically how can i use critical thinking to get better grades in assessments what is the role of critical thinking in the work place these questions and more are explored in thinking critically about law whether you have limited
prior experience of critical thinking or are looking to improve your performance in assessments this book is the ideal tool to help you enhance your capacity to question challenge reflect and problematize what you learn about the law throughout your studies and beyond

**The Law Student's Handbook** 2010-06-24 the fourth edition of this successful text continues to demystify the process of studying law and performing in law examinations

**Letters to a Law Student** 2017 the longman dictionary of law 7 e for over 25 years longman dictionary of law has been the authority the legal community turns to for full and accurate definitions it provides students and practitioners with essential information relating to the study and practice of law letters to a law student a guide to studying law at university 1 e letters to a law student relays all that a prospective law student needs to know before embarking on their studies it provides a useful guide to those considering a law degree or conversion course and helps students prepare for what can be a daunting first year of study

**Introduction to the Study of Law** 1926 for over 70 years prospective and enrolled law students have been assigned to read a text that prepares them what they are about to encounter that text is bramble bush this classic answers questions that all students have when starting law school and virtually takes them inside the classroom like no other text it gives factual examples detailed information and practical explanations bramble bush is required reading in numerous law schools and is recommended by many law school deans an outgrowth of professor llewellyn s introductory lectures at columbia university school of law bramble bush continues to be the best introduction to the study of law for both potential and enrolled law students

**How to Study Law** 1986 learn the skills it takes to succeed as a law graduate with this essential text letters to a law student 5th edition global edition by nicholas j mcbride provides a thorough introductory guide to higher education and learning context for law studies voted in the top 6 books that future law students should read it is an approachable and easy to follow guidebook the text flows as a series of letters between a lecturer and aspiring student divided into chronological parts from thinking about a law degree to preparing to study law studying law writing like a lawyer and thinking about the future mcbride adds practical advice throughout the book supporting your transition from school to studying law as a first year undergraduate the 5th edition helps to build confidence and encourages the essential study and legal skills you will need to succeed packed with new and revised material letters to a law student remains a current and helpful reference this text is a great companion for general law modules on skills legal system jurisprudence and law government and society to keep you thinking critically analysing and understanding the law

**How to Study Law** 2014 this guide has been conceived as a companion to students of international study programs who are required to take courses in environmental law to help them navigate their way through the subject matter especially in the area of international and european environmental law the target group is not limited to students with previous legal knowledge it especially includes those who are not law students but are studying law as a complementary subject in a condensed manner the guide provides an overview of the fundamentals and most significant developments of environmental law focusing on international and european environmental law this is done by deliberately making connections to german environmental law in order to illustrate and make comprehensible the interplay between international environmental law european environmental law and in referring to the german case national environmental law drawing on climate protection as an example of global significance the relations between these three levels are explored in depth and their foundations and development are discussed
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